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BREAKING NEWS

Dr Mike Yeadon – “The findings that 100% of Covid-19 Vaccine
Deaths have been caused by just 5% of the batches produced
are unprecedented”
BY THE EXPOSÉ ON NOVEMBER 1, 2021 • ( 46 COMMENTS )
Listen Now

46
On October
31st we revealed how an investigation of data found in the USA’s Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) has revealed
that extremely high numbers of adverse reactions and deaths have been reported against specific lot numbers of the Covid-19 vaccines several
times, meaning deadly batches of the experimental injections have now been identified.

The investigation uncovered several shocking findings, including that 100% of deaths reported to VAERS as adverse reactions to the Covid-19
injections were caused by just 5% of the batches produced.
Dr Mike Yeadon, former Vice-President of Pfizer, has detailed his thoughts on the conclusions of the investigation of VAERS data below.
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Read the full Investigation here

By Dr Mike Yeadon

This information about different safety profiles of different “lots” (batches of finished product of covid19 vaccines) is completely without precedent.
I’m thinking about it and I don’t yet have clear in my mind what the envelope of plausible / possible explanations are.
But the46bottom line is that the majority of lots were associated with good short term safety, few hospitalisations & deaths, which is true for both the Pfizer &
Moderna injections.
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both cases, a small number of vaccine lots are associated with incredibly high rates of adverse events including deaths.
How can this possibly happen? Drug manufacturing is performed to exacting standards of control. The ‘active’ agent is made in batches. It cannot be
guessed how many doses each batch makes, because no one has ever made commercial scale mRNA products before.
But each batch of what’s called “drug substance” is then used to formulate, fill, pack & label various lots of finished drug product.
Testing methods are developed for all of the manufacturing steps, together with standards for the results to be considered acceptable.

Something happened between drug substance & drug product which resulted in a small number of finished lots for distribution which were destined to kill
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Possible explanations (not exhaustive):

1. Errors made in the final steps of manufacturing which resulted in certain batches bring reasonably benign & others extraordinarily deadly. I just cannot
imagine the kind of mistakes which could produce such radically different clinical profiles. For example, poor handling during shipping & storage prior to

administration to people. Problem I have with this is that such handling errors (eg allowing temperate to rise way above limits defined in stability testing)
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2. At some point in manufacturing, someone or some entity actively modified what was being filled into vials, and it was this which resulted in extreme skew
of clinical safety profile.
There has been so much truly awful behaviour of “elites” that I’m simply not willing (as I would have historically) to dismiss the possibility that this has been
done on purpose.
What I do know, and this is a test of whether there’s the slightest sign of integrity from these companies as well as the regulatory agencies, is that all use
of the affected produce must immediately cease, all batches of drug substance & lots of drug product should cease.
The materials should be recalled to a place of stable storage & an intense analytical investigation initiated.
Unless factors are found which adequately explain the huge differences in clinical adverse event profiles, administration to humans must not restart.
If the manufacturers do not exhibit sufficient control of drug product, the authorisation they hold from various regulatory authorities are utterly voided.
Just when you thought this debacle couldn’t possibly get any worse, it gets much worse.
Expect to hear more about this.
Meanwhile, who in their right mind would roll up their sleeve?
Read and share – ‘EXCLUSIVE – 100% of Covid-19 Vaccine Deaths were caused by just 5% of the batches produced according to official Government
data’ (https://theexpose.uk/2021/10/31/100-percent-of-covid-19-vaccine-deaths-caused-by-just-5-percent-of-the-batches-produced/)
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The Exposé is now censored on
Google, Facebook & Twitter. (https://theexpose.uk/2021/11/01/november-fundraising-campaign/)
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not sure


10 days ago

I don’t know if lots would be distributed together to certain facilities or types of facilities… But we
know its policy to NOT use VAERS in some places, a lot of places. Maybe thats what this data is
showing. Either people used VAERS differently in different places or differently at different times.
I suppose the very first batches would be going to old people that were going to die soon
anyway?
I’m sure the manufacturing was sloppy, but so it is all down the line. None of these people are
hired for their competence. Maybe some lots spoiled in a hot truck.
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Reply to not sure



9 days ago

Pfizer have admitted to 12 different experimental formulations.
One was blessed by the FDA as Cominirty. But Pfizer said they will not be making that – they are
going to sell all the old stocks of previous experimental vaccines. The “emergency licence” went
through Congress – it allows this. The 2019 Plandemic Conference had this as 1 of 9
recommendations. It also allows use without consent “if informed consent would not be in their
interest”. So, the Australian troops can knock on doors and forcibly inject people – the Globalists
now insist on duplicate legislation around the world.
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Point 1 is that some batches were highly poisonous.
Point 2 (not addressed by Dr Yeadon) is that those specific batches were then widely dispersed
across many (12+) states, unlike any of the ‘safe’ batches. That is the smoking gun, indicating
this was not a benign error.
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Krofter


9 days ago

We have to stop working from the assumption that the jabs were meant to be a good thing and
start working from the assumption that the jabs were always part of a eugenics program. If we
extrapolate from there, the only conclusion we’re left with is that the reason for “lots” is so that
the various recipes used in the various lots could be tracked and data from them could be
calculated to determine which recipe caused what issues. It is, as Dr. Tom Cowan called it, beta
testing. https://rumble.com/vnd26k-red-pill-interview-dr.-tom-cowan.html (https://rumble.com/vnd26kred-pill-interview-dr.-tom-cowan.html)
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9 days ago

Spot on. The Only reason not everyone dies soon after a ‘life saving injection’ is because the vast
majority of them are placebos. Can you imagine the reaction of over 7 Billion people worldwide
against a few thousand elites if millions injected everyday died?
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8 days ago

EXACTLEY !!!!! All Lots are poison but some are more poisonous then others – they dont want to
stop the rollout thats why they are turning a blind eye to all the adverse reactions this is clown
world on steroids
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7 days ago

This is exactly what is happening. Can everyone please join me in calling the cdc and all
state health departments to simply INQUIRE about this finding? I was hung up on 4 times
yesterday.
During the 80’s there was a Tylenol poisoning scare that killed 7 people. It was a big deal.
All product recalled. Investigated.
There is a dr sounding the alarm, and as far as I can tell, there is NO investigation being
done. If we can’t get anywhere with the health departments, we need to start calling and
informing the schools and pediatrician offices and inquire with them. And have THEM
contact the cdc as well. If no one can even confirm if it’s being looked at, then all injections
must stop. I feel if enough of us do this, it will cause enough LOCAL alarm. Forcing them to
respond and investigate.
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How do we find out which regions were sent the bad lots? This needs to be documented and
investigated.
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Well they are not going to release the entire lethal batch in the first wave of jabs. People will get
suspicious that there’s foul play at foot…
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9 days ago

CDC would never lie to people would they?
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Excellent, follow us
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Please see testimony from John O’Looney who is the funeral director out of the UK. He has
stated that the only way this works is if there are placebo batches as the death jab can’t be in
100% of the shots or it would be too obvious. He estimates around 15% of the shots are death
shots and the other 85% are placebo.
https://odysee.com/@thecrowhouse:2/MUST-WATCH-Funeral-Directer-John-O'Looney-Blowsthe-Whistle-on-Covid:9 (https://odysee.com/@thecrowhouse:2/MUST-WATCH-Funeral-Directer-John-O'LooneyBlows-the-Whistle-on-Covid:9)

https://www.bitchute.com/video/xF8STMqVIQuP/ (https://www.bitchute.com/video/xF8STMqVIQuP/)
This also jives with the Pfizer scientist on hidden camera in the Veritas video who said he found
some test subjects produced ZERO antibodies which should be impossible with this technology.
His boss told him specifically NOT to investigate. He likely found a batch of the placebo.
46
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This is all by design.
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The way it works is the death batched in the USA were spread around 13+ states, simples !
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8 days ago

Spot on. Also, John O’Looney thinks the boosters will be all real shots.
Also, remember that several scientists have said the vials vary. One Polish scientist claims he
examined 5 Pfizer vials: 2 were placebos,and the rest had bizarre nano-tech.
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7 days ago

i used to work at a care home in UK. ~2100 people died out of ~14000 injected. the funeral director
is spot on with 15% ratio of short term deaths. however, there are many more people still
hospitalised and developing severe complications so many will die in due course. basically, old
people are dropping like flies after the injections.to compare: before the injections started, there
were “covid outbreaks” in the care homes but barely anybody died (less than 1%). unfortunately,
there was another issue: at the beginning of the lockdowns in 2020, employees and nurses were
so scared of the “virus”, that they would not show up to work. there was no one in the care homes
to administer essential medicines or even food. doors were shut and no families allowed to visit or
take care of their parents / grandparents. many oaps died of negligence and stress. that varied
between homes. from my understanding and interviews: somewhere between 5% to 10% residents
(~800 to ~1600) died this way. very sad. in TV, they said it was covid. it’s a lie – cover up. now gvt
is planning to inject these poor oaps with 3rd syringe. how many will survive? i guess not many. a
number of care homes already shut down, sold, etc. please note that my internal data only
accounts for one care homes company. i suspect that this is proportionate to entire population.
15% of all pensioners in the UK are probably killed by now. took gvt less than 1 year to achieve this
result. imagine all the money saved on pension pay-outs!
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Ivermectin is approved for treatment against Covid-19 on the National Institutes of Health’s
website. Right underneath remdesivir. Don’t believe me search covid19treatmentguidelines
table-2e on your search engine and you will see it.
According to that website it was last updated July yet here these people are telling us in August
not to take ivermectin. Get your Ivermectin today while you still can! https://health.p0l.org/
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9 days ago

It was the CDC that recommended that ONLY $2,300 Remdesivir was to be used. That persuaded
WHO, Canada, India to stop exports. I ordered from Canada but it just never arrived. I presume
your link is another money making scam
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9 days ago

Statistically speaking, the fact that the batches sent to 13+ states were 22 times more deadly
does suggest that handling and transit, re transit is deadly. Or these batches were deliberately
poisoned and the death toll spread around. Anway, the total lack of batch control makes the
USA a banana republic – or a Stalinist Gulag.
1
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This is the industry they want us to trust…
Vaccine Manufacturer Conspires to Commit Murder
Within 8 days of their DPT vaccination, 11 infants died in Tennessee. Nine of the 11 had
received DPT vaccine from Wyeth Laboratories lot 64201. Four of the 11 were dead in 24 hours.
All the deaths, which coroners classified as crib deaths (technically, sudden infant death
syndrome), occurred between August 1978 and March 1979.
On April 26, 1979, the US surgeon general called for a meeting with officials from CDC, FDA,
top DPT researchers and drug manufacturers.
CDC reported on a survey of states that had received 7,500 or more doses of lot 64201.
The survey yielded 14 more infant deaths — half within 24 hours of a DPT shot. All were
classified as crib deaths. However, the children had received vaccine from other lots [in
addition?].
Three years later, the first major article about the so-called Tennessee cluster appeared in the
Journal of Pediatrics: “panel could not find a causal relationship between lot 64201 and crib
death although it could not exclude one, either.”
In Fresno County, Coroner Dr. David Hadden researched records from an unusual cluster of crib
deaths in 1981.
There is no statute of limitations on murder, yet current law places a ten-year statute of
limitations on the crime of conspiracy to commit murder—luckily for Wyeth Pharmaceuticals, a
criminal vaccine manufacturer.
I wonder if murder charges can still be brought against Wyeth if it can be proven that their DTP
vaccine was responsible for a child’s death?
Wyeth is currently owned by Pfizer.
http://www.whale.to/vaccines/fresno3.html (http://www.whale.to/vaccines/fresno3.html)
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Health Advisors’ Answer to Ireland’s Vaccine-Induced Epidemic – More of The Same Until
“Transmission-Blocking Vaccines” Are Available – The Expose - Nota Akhir Zaman


9 days ago

[…] November 1, 2021Dr Mike Yeadon – “The findings that 100% of Covid-19 Vaccine Deaths
have been caused by just 5% … […]
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[…] by The Exposé […]
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9 days ago

That’s the size of the lots! Some lots are intended for private practices or small health centers,
while others are intended for mass vaccination centers or hospitals! This is why the lots that
have the most adverse reaction reports are distributed in more states: they are simply much
larger and split up to be distributed throughout the territory! Redo the calculations taking into
account the size of the lots, and you will see that I am right!
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Are some “lots” actually 20x bigger than others? I doubt it.
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my hypothisis is that due to the CENSUS in all countries the establishment know full well who what
and where people are that they want to get rid of – they have all the info from the census-its all
worked out methodically in regions-Also agree that deaths will come in waves-those who have had
the placebo’s or should one say the least lethal poison will then get a stronger lethal poison the
next jab[time] and so on so that people dont get too suspicious too soon of the adverse reactions
and death – ive read that some people are allocated a lot number for their jab which has their name
on it for example in different areas in the uk people are being physically telephoned and invited to
come in for ‘their jab’ which the lot number is designated for.
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9 days ago

maybe the milk has been out of the fridge too long and someone figured out a way to make
some money
COVID Vaccine Expiration Dates: How Long Can Vaccines Be Stored – NBC 5 Dallas-Fort
Worth (nbcdfw.com) (https://www.nbcdfw.com/news/national-international/unused-covid-vaccines-may-expire-whatexpiration-dates-mean/2648675/)
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100% of Covid-19 Vaccine Deaths Were Caused by Just 5% of the Batches Produced According
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to Official Government Data – Great Mountain Publishing
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[…] The day after publication the report by The Expose, Dr Mike Yeadon, former Vice-President
of Pfizer,… […]
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Dr Mike Yeadon – ‘The findings that 100% of Covid-19 Vaccine Deaths have been caused by just
5% of the batches produced are unprecedented’ – David Icke


9 days ago

[…] Read More: Dr Mike Yeadon – “The findings that 100% of Covid-19 Vaccine Deaths have
been caused … […]
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100% of Covid-19 Vaccine Deaths have been caused by just 5% of batches - Yukon Freedom
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[…] Dr Mike Yeadon – “The findings that 100% of Covid-19 Vaccine Deaths have been caused
by … […]
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Exclusive: Have 100% of US Covid-19 Vaccine Deaths Been Caused by Just 5% of the Batches?
- Europe Reloaded
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[…] Source […]
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sally


9 days ago

This is quite possibly a terror attack! What is to stop an employee who is a Muslim from
acting out their ideology which are commands to follow regarding the treatment of non
Muslims in the Koran? Such a person quite possible regards milder ideological Muslims
as non Muslims anyway. Then there is also munchausen by proxy to consider.
Considering that two Asian doctors rammed their car into Glasgow airport in order to kill
as many as possible, this line of inquiry should not surprise.
“The Glasgow Airport attack was a terrorist ramming attack which occurred on 30 June 2007, at
15:11 BST, when a dark green Jeep Cherokee loaded with propane canisters was driven at the
glass doors of the Glasgow Airport terminal and set ablaze.”
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There are no such things as terrorists. They’re just people – almost always individuals – getting
revenge for what you did to them. Labelling everyone you punched as a ‘terrorist’ when they quite
rightly punch you back is what led to the entire world seeing ‘planes’ hitting tower blocks and 20
year wars. Stop playing their game and start punching them.
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No one was born to be one. Or being an antivaxxer. Experience made people act like this.
Besides most of these actions or at least many were inside work using others, manipulating to do
(https://theexpose.uk/2021/11/01/november-fundraising-campaign/)
the dirty work.
Dana Ashlie had a very good documentary video on it. The US was very proud of a new energy
weapon, it can cause you to hear voices in your head. “God’ voice'” or whatever they pretend. They
proudly stated that that can make ANYONE to be a terrorist within 48 hours ‘whispering’ to them.
Question everything these days!
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Famous Indian Actor Dies of Heart Attack After Covid-19 Vaccine – The Expose - Nota Akhir
Zaman
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[…] November 1, 2021Dr Mike Yeadon – “The findings that 100% of Covid-19 Vaccine Deaths
have been caused by just 5% … […]
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This is another superb report, for which many thanks again!
I feel it is marred by one small thing which will, unfortunately, lower the credibility of the entire
report – even though it should not.
The admirable Mike Yeadon was not the vice-president of Pfizer, but only of its allergy and
respiratory research division – at least according to Wikipedia:
“He previously served as the chief scientist and vice-president of the allergy and respiratory
research division of the drug company Pfizer (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pfizer)“
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“at least according to Wikipedia”
Do you see what you did there? I suggest you take a look at pratically any page on wikifailure, and
see if you can find some truth anywhere.
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If that’s true it makes him more credible. All along I accepted his words with a pinch of salt as was
unable to trust in anyone who worked on developing vaccines. I consider them to be poisons, all of
them based on a decade research on them an they / him must knew that. However if his job was
questioning safety, that’s another story.
People are deluded about it, many years of brainwashing and lies on safety and efficiency, while in
fact they eradicated nothing but caused countless autoimmune conditions. Vaccinations was a
failure since the start but our tyrants saw the huge opportunity to lie about it. Pasteur killed more
with his rabies shots then the actual illness which was and is an umbrella term for brain
inflammation caused by several different things. (https://docest.com/rabies-past-present-inscientific-review-excerpt-from-poisoned-needle (https://docest.com/rabies-past-present-in-scientific-reviewexcerpt-from-poisoned-needle))
I can’t trust anyone who worked on vaccines / to Big Pharma.
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100% Of COVID-19 Vaccine Deaths Have Been Caused by Just 5% Of the Batches — Torches
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[…] Dr Mike Yeadon: […]
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We need to know the LOT SIZES. Without that we can’t state anything significant.
“an average lot size of 1000 vials (approx. 6000 doses).” That doesn’t tell us anything, because
one lot could be 60,000 doses for a large urban area and another for a small town of 500 doses.
Why don’t you ask Pfizer for a list of the lot sizes to clarify the issue? It might be there’s a
rational explanation.
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Call the cdc and ask if they even know about it. All I wanted to know when I called is if it was being
investigated. I don’t see how this is not a health emergency that they would want to know about. I
got rerouted and hung up on 4 times. This assured me it hasn’t been looked into. Please call them.
Ask questions. Call the state health departments. I’m going to start calling schools soon. Then try
to get the schools to start asking questions. People are just blindly following orders from above.
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Your alternative update on #COVID19 for 2021-11-03. 5% jab batches, 100% deaths. 2m dead
Americans. DISCOLOURED & DEOXYGENATED. Safe or not | paulthepaperbear
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[…] Dr Mike Yeadon – “The findings that 100% of Covid-19 Vaccine Deaths have been caused
by just 5% of the batches produced are unprecedented” (link). […]
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Just 5% of all COVID “lots” responsible for high death rates? Plus, COVID migration in play. –
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[…] Mike Yeadon: Just when you thought things couldn’t get any worse […]
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[…] https://theexpose.uk/2021/11/01/dr-mike-yeadon-just-when-you-though-things-couldnt-getany-worse/ (https://theexpose.uk/2021/11/01/dr-mike-yeadon-just-when-you-though-things-couldnt-get-any-worse/)
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[…] The Clottery Problem. It’s really bad. […]
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Having closely studied VAERS reports, I noted 131,000 approximately that were classified as
serious connected to COVID vax. None of these people received placebos and I do not see the
follow up one would expect. A good number are listed “foreign”. I don’t know what that means
but the ones I saw contain no follow up as none was possible. I can imagine a large percentage
of people who died were just cremated without an autopsy, especially if they had serious health
issues or were older. low income people living alone would be much less likely to have their
deaths questioned than those living with family or friends. It’s possible no one would even know
they had been inoculated. Especially they had no connection to a community, I.e. through
employment. We are seeing doctors on television every day telling people to get vaxed and lying
about the so called benefits and danger of Covid and variants. Doctors telling the truth are in
real danger. The funeral director in the UK who came forward cannot be the only one aware of
what is happening.Threats, bribes and blackmail can keep the truth from coming out, with the
help of media censorship. I heard a doctor talking about the ability to target people by ethnicity,
sexuality etc. This is the worst evil the world has ever seen. Sadly, I think we assume the worst.
They have no moral boundaries so if they can they will.
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We don’t have doctors only sales people of the Big Pharma.
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My first thought was what % of each lot are AE or deaths (i.e. maybe those with more AEs are
just larger lots)?
Secondly, if those lots with high AEs have to travel over long distances, this could theoretically
cause the degradation of RNA (as mentioned in the article). Maybe it is not degrading
completely and there are some erroneous protein(s) being produced in those lots?
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